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  . . ! things; and an official patch, . . . 2 years after initial release. . . . This blog post will talk about what has changed. . . . * * *
In the past 2 years, there has been many adjustments and fixes. (This is normal with every version update, there are many bugs

that get fixed) Here are some of the changes that are significant enough for me to list them. . . . * Stability Improvements *
Additional Character Customization * Optimization Improvements * Artwork Improvements * Fixes and Improvements * User

Experience Improvements * etc. So what has changed? Well, let’s take a look! 1) Stability Improvements * Minimap The
minimap in Legend of Kay – Anniversary is a lot bigger than the original minimap. . . There is a lot more information that can

be seen. * Base Camp Added ‘B’ icon to Base Camp. This indicates that this is a Base Camp and does not have a Flag or
Underground Caves. . .  The minimap is now displayed while flying in the Pegasus or in a Pegasus Mirror. * Current Area

Current Area was originally just a little indicator in the middle of the screen. There was no label to display its location, so it was
hard to know exactly where the area was. In this version, the Current Area is now displayed above and below the minimap. *

Enemy Attacks There are more enemy attacks now. . .  There is a new attack icon: The attack icon indicates when an enemy is
going to attack. In previous versions, the enemy icon only indicated when the enemy was going to attack if the player walked

past the enemy. Now the enemy attacks when the player is within range of it. There is also a new attack sound. * Enemy Health
There is a new icon for the enemy health. . .  2) Additional Character Customization * Additions to Skin Appearances There are

now more skin appearances in this game, . . .  Other than that, there are no additions to the existing skins 82157476af
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